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Clip
Thank you for calling NHS 111.  Calls may be recorded for quality and monitoring purposes.  Please be aware your information may be shared with other healthcare providers.  Your views are…

Waite
It opened in April and by the end of June the brand new NHS 111 non-emergency healthcare helpline service had taken 1.7 million calls. It provides crucial health advice, particularly at weekends and at night, when GP surgeries and other parts of the NHS are closed.  But there’s been a growing chorus of concerns from patients who use it, from professional bodies who warned right from the start it would prove inadequate, if not dangerous. There are complaints too it has raised pressure on A & E departments and ambulance services. And we’ll hear from one patient today who feels the 111 service she used did not recognise an emergency soon enough. 

Clip
I answered the question she asked me as best as I possibly could but I was rather anxious in my tummy.  As I say I’m not medically trained, I’m only a wife, I’m not a nurse.

Waite
In today’s programme a document marked confidential reveals the behind-the-scenes chaos at one of the largest providers of the helplines as it geared up to run 111 services across England. A worker at one of its centres confirms that chaos – low employee morale, high staff turnover, too few staff, inadequate training. We’ll hear that a telephone “glitch” at one leading telecoms company led to calls to 111 in Hertfordshire being directed to Norwich, Devon and Dorset. This despite the fact that 111 was designed to provide patients with a local advice service. Medical professional bodies have told us they warned for months that the whole thing was being introduced too quickly. 

Carter
It was almost doomed to fail from the start because it wasn’t properly thought through.  People just got propelled into this and somehow assumed that it would be alright and frankly that’s just not good enough when you’re talking about the health of the nation.

Holden
What worried me was the speed of roll out, ministers wanted a big bang for political sound bite purposes and I warned them over a 17 month period don’t do it big bang, do it incrementally and get it right.

Waite
The 111 service was born out of NHS Direct, which was introduced in 2000. Alan Maynard is Professor of Health Economics at the University of York. 

Maynard
It was an effort to try and reduce the demand on GPs and in A&E and hopefully keep people in their home and keep them fit.

Waite
And was it expensive?

Maynard
The current number is that it cost about £123 million a year, so yes it was quite expensive.

Waite
And was NHS Direct popular?

Maynard
It seemed to be quite popular.  The user demographic tends to be you know the worried well – particularly mothers and parents with children - and the elderly.  And it really was very much focused on them and dealing with their needs.

Waite
It settled down, it was welcomed, it was part of the family?

Maynard
Within the broader health service it was accepted as a very useful programme.  The one constraint was the damned number – the 0845 nonsense.  And so towards the end of the Labour administration they began to try and get from British Telecom a simple number and by the end of the Labour administration they’d agreed it was going to be a simple number like 111.

Waite
In August 2010, the new coalition government took the decision to replace NHS Direct with a new service with a new number.

Maynard
They were looking for economy and greater efficiency.

Waite
And how does 111 differ from NHS Direct?

Maynard
I think the crucial thing for us as patients is that we’re unlikely to talk to a health professional, you’re more likely to address a call adviser.  These people – good people – have been trained for about 60 hours to use NHS pathways, that is they garner your information and your problems and then they feed it in to a computer and the computer then advises them about what to do – to say you’re alright stay at home you’ll get over it or blooming heck we’d better give you an ambulance as soon as possible.

Waite
As the coalition set about trying to reduce public spending to attack the UK deficit, the government put 46 contracts out to tender to provide locally-based non-emergency, healthcare support. With fewer medically qualified staff, the new service was to be more cost effective.  Dr Peter Carter is chief executive of the Royal College of Nursing. 

Carter
We said from the word go that in order to provide an effective service you have to have the right ratio between qualified clinical staff and call handlers.  NHS Direct – their call rates were £24 a call.  When this was put out to franchise the benchmark was at £10 a call but one of the first contracts went out at £7 a call.  The only way you can do that is to compromise on your staff mix – they were trying to do it on the cheap.

Herts Urgent Care – Actuality
Good morning.  NHS 111, you’re speaking to Jody, can I take a return telephone number please?

Waite
In the event the old NHS Direct won 11 of the 46 contracts, private healthcare company Harmoni won 12. Others went to NHS ambulance services.   One of the best performing 111 services in the country is run by social enterprise Herts Urgent Care, that’s Herts as in Hertfordshire, based here in Welwyn Garden City. Dr Rachel Fox is its Chairman. 

Fox
So we deal with anything and everything, so we may have young mum with child who phones up because the child has got a temperature and she’s not sure whether to give some Calpol or not.

Waite
And how many calls a day do you receive here?

Fox
It will vary according to whether it’s a weekday or a weekend.  In general terms we’re talking about 25,000 calls a month, so we’re one of the busiest services in the country.  During the day we’re fairly quiet and that’s because the GP practices are open, when GP practices close at half past six then we are taking more calls from patients and during the weekend we’re taking more calls from patients.  And of course as Herts Urgent Care we run the out of hours service which is staffed by GPs as well.  So we feel that we have the business model that is integrated as a social enterprise, we’re a not-for-profit company, it’s about the patient, it’s not about the money and that integration enables us to see what is happening 24/7 365 days a year.

Waite
And what’s the ratio between clinically trained call handlers and those who aren’t?

Fox
We’ve got more clinical advisers than was recommended by the Department of Health.

Waite
But surely that’s going to cost you more?

Fox
Yes but as I said right at the beginning it’s about the values and principles of our service, that we’re about providing high quality healthcare.

Waite
Despite being the one of the best performing 111 providers, Herts Urgent Care’s service has not been without problems.  Jim Finch called it one Sunday in June from his home in Cheshunt, concerned about his wife Shirley who suffers severe pain after a series of complicated surgical operations. 

Finch
So the person answered the phone and I said – I want to tell you I’m from Hertford.  So this girl said – Okay.  So she went on talking and it took me about quarter of an hour to explain exactly what was going on and why my wife needed – my wife needed help etc.  Eventually she said to me – Where did you say you were from?  I said – Hertford.  Oh hold on a minute.  So she went away and she came back in a few minutes and she said – I’m sorry but we don’t deal with Hertford.  I said – Where are you then?  So she said – We’re in Whipps Cross Hospital which is East London.

Waite
Jim was promised a call back from someone who does deal with Hertford. 

Finch
Hung about, hung about, hung about and eventually did – someone did ring me.  She said – Well what’s the problem?  So I had to go through it all again.  Another quarter of an hour talking to her.  And in the end she said to me – Well sounds a bit complicated I’ll have to get our clinical adviser to ring you.

Waite
Forty five minutes later - another call. And Jim is advised to take his wife to see a doctor. That involved a 10 mile trip, remember Shirley is in severe pain – had they been given this advice earlier they could have gone to a medical centre literally around the corner, but it was now closed. The doctor prescribed a painkiller, though one which was not as strong as Shirley’s usual medicine.  And later, that afternoon the pain returned. So Shirley rang 111. 

Finch
She told them where she was from – Hertford – and she said – Well this is Norwich.  So she said – Oh Norwich?  So she said – Yeah.

Waite
The Finch’s were told to expect a call from a local hospital but that never happened.  They rang the hospital which had no record of contact from 111. So back to the phone.  

Finch
And I got put through to Devon.  So this fellow said…

Waite
To Devon?

Finch
Devon, yeah, but he said – I’ll get it sorted out – he said – And I’ll definitely get someone to ring you back.

Waite
How were you feeling Shirley?

Shirley Finch
You know I was getting really stressed and my blood pressure was going up sky high.

Finch
So anyway about quarter to eight someone rang from Hertford and another 10 minutes explanation and she said – Oh well – she said – I think really you need to speak to a doctor – she said.  Anyway 8.50 the doctor rang.  So I tell him what the problem was and he said – Well to be quite honest – he said – I think the best thing you can do is to pop off to A&E.

Waite
In the end Jim injected Shirley with a painkiller himself, 48 hours later however, the pain returned just as bad so he made another call. 

Finch
Six fifteen I rang 111, same story, let them know where you are – Dorset.

Waite
Over three hours later an ambulance arrived at the Finch’s Cheshunt home. How does Rachel Fox, chairman of Herts Urgent Care explain how her supposedly local 111 service ended up diverting Mr Finch’s calls to places as far flung as Devon, Dorset and Norwich?

Fox
Clearly we were very unhappy that the telephone company had routed the call in that way, we have raised it with NHS England and the telephone company have come back to us and apologised, they recognise that it’s their problem and in the meantime we’ve put in an alternative number for Mr Finch to make sure it doesn’t happen again.

Waite
That phone provider is Vodafone which told us their service did suffer a software problem, which…

Vodafone Statement
… resulted in a small percentage of callers in the Lee Valley region being connected to services that were not in their local area.  No calls were lost and we apologise to users, we fixed the problem and have taken steps to ensure it does not happen again.

It’s twenty past nine in the evening on May 1st and Barbara Foster is worried about her husband Reg who is suffering abdominal pain. She first rang her doctor’s surgery where a pre-recorded message suggested a call to the NHS’s brand new 111 healthcare helpline. 

NHS 111
Thank you for calling NHS 111.  Calls may be recorded for quality and monitoring purposes.  Please be aware your information may be shared with other healthcare providers.  Please hold for the next available operator.

Phone ringing

Waite
It takes a minute and a half to pass on personal information – phone number, name, date of birth, family doctor etc. 

NHS 111 
Foster
Right he’s had two heart attacks and a quadruple bypass but the thing is it’s – I don’t think it’s anything to do with his heart.  Below his belly button he’s in terrible pain and he’s been violently sick three times.

Waite
The call handler then establishes over what period Reg Foster has been sick. What follows takes place two minutes after the call is first answered.  The handler says she’s going to ask a series of questions – some of which may not seem relevant but they’ll ensure a safe outcome. So what is Mr Foster doing at the moment – is he breathing and conscious. The handler’s voice has been disguised.  

NHS 111
Foster
No he’s breathing, he’s laying on the bed, on top of the bed but he don’t know what to do with himself – the pain he’s in.

Call handler
Is there any heavy blood loss?

Foster
No.

Call handler
Does he have abdominal pain?

Foster
He’s got abdominal pain below the belly button.

Call handler
How’s his breathing – is he struggling desperately for every breath?

Foster
No, no his breathing’s okay.

Call handler
Any chest or upper back pains?

Foster
No he’s got no chest pains, no.

Call handler
And when you put your hand on his chest or abdomen is he warm to touch?

Foster
He is warm to touch, yeah.

Call handler
Any diarrhoea at all?

Foster
He has had diarrhoea tonight as well, yeah.

Call handler
So he’s got diarrhoea and vomiting?

Foster
Yeah.

Call handler
Has he brought up any blood?

Foster
No.

Call handler
Okay and he’s not ripping or tearing pain in his heart area?

Foster
No.

Call handler
Okay, has he been diagnosed with aortic aneurysm?

Foster
What’s that?

Call handler
Okay, well if you don’t know what it is that’s fine.  Malfans Syndrome?

Foster
Sorry?

Call handler
Malfans Syndrome.

Foster
No, no he’s not got no Mouth.

Call handler
And has he got any bruising or bleeding under the skin?

Foster
No.

Call handler
Is he able to put his chin to his chest?

Foster
Oh that I don’t know.

Call handler
Can you ask him?

Foster
Can you put your chin to chest?  Yeah. Yes he can, yeah.

Call handler
And is he comfortable with the light on?

Foster
Yeah I’ve got a little lamp on in the bedroom.  But it’s that pain that he’s in.

Waite
There are further questions about the colour of Mr Foster’s faeces, and an effort to establish the level of pain he was suffering. Is it bad enough to interfere with normal activity? Is it so severe that he can’t move at all? Is it so bad that he has to keep completely still because of the pain?  And after more than six and a half minutes the call handler promises to call an ambulance. Barbara Foster was very upset by her experience of calling 111. 

Foster
It was a very noisy call in the call centre and it was difficult to hear her and I think it was difficult for her to hear me.  I answered the questions she asked me as best as I possibly could but I was rather anxious, I wasn’t panicking but I was rather anxious in my tummy.  And there was lots of questions she asked and to me it seemed like delayed tactics.

Waite
And when they asked you had he had an aortic aneurysm in the past, you didn’t…

Foster
My answer was no because he hadn’t been diagnosed with anything like that.

Waite
Did you know what an aortic aneurysm was?

Foster
I do know what an aorta aneurysm is.

Waite
Now of course Reg, your husband, died of an aortic aneurysm.

Foster
Yeah he had torn his aorta aneurysm and he was bleeding internally.  

Waite
Barbara, why didn’t you ring 999?

Foster
The reason why I never rung 999, first of all, was because I didn’t think it was that serious, I thought he just had a tummy bug.

Waite
We should say at this point that there is no suggestion that the 111 call operator did anything other than follow correct procedure for dealing with calls such as that of Barbara Foster. There is nothing to gain by delaying calls as Mrs Foster suggested. Neither is there any evidence that a subsequent 90 minute wait for an ambulance – which should have been no more than 30 minutes - was the fault of the call handler or the Partnership of East London Co-operatives which runs this particular 111 service. The Partnership told us in a statement that it had acted – quote – “appropriately” a fact that had been confirmed by a review of the telephone call by three independent GPs. 

We asked Dr Peter Holden who leads on 111 policy for the British Medical Association to listen to the call.   And he agreed that the call handler had done nothing wrong. He says the flaw is a system which relies on a rigid computer algorithm called Pathways - to take callers through a series of questions. 

Holden
The phone call exchange that you played to me actually was one of the most difficult there are and I would have got that call wrong.  What would have happened with this under a best case scenario is I’d have gone to visit it on the story I’d got.  Only by examining it could you then decide it was an abdominal aortic aneurysm.

Waite
But Reg Foster hadn’t been diagnosed with an aortic aneurysm.

Holden
Indeed but this is being wise after the event.  This is why this is not something that can be done with a computer algorithm, it needs – the telephone answering needs doing by skilled healthcare professionals, not somebody reading from a script.  I can decide whether an ambulance is needed in a chest pain case in about 30 seconds, grinding through this protocol takes far too long to get to the same decision point as I get to.  That’s where the problem is.  Once they got to the decision point they called it quickly but it takes them far too long to get to the decision point.  If you are flying a computer algorithm you’ve got to go at the pace it takes you to read out the 111 questions, as it’s been called.  If you’re a doctor or a skilled nurse practitioner working way inside your skill set you can cut to the quick on this and get to the answer very much faster.  In this particular instance that is actually one where even a skilled person could have got it wrong.

Waite
Four and a half hours elapsed between Mrs Foster making that 111 call and her husband’s death in hospital. It took less than seven minutes to decide to call an ambulance which then took almost an hour and a half to arrive and then after Mrs Foster had made an additional 999 call. An investigation into what happened is underway. 

News clip
One of the main providers of the troubled NHS 111 phone service in England, NHS Direct, is pulling out of its contracts.  The organisation said it expected to make a loss of £26 million and the situation was financially unsustainable.

Waite
A news bulletin two weeks ago about one of the biggest 111 operators NHS Direct. This programme has found evidence of the chaos behind-the-scenes within that organisation in the run up to the introduction of the new service. We’ve found a report, submitted to NHS Direct and NHS England by Deloittes.  Marked “private and confidential” the report says that winning some of the 111 local contracts was key to the very survival of NHS Direct but its original bids had been rejected as they were too expensive – so …

Deloittes Report
NHS Direct implemented a review of its service delivery in order to test the extent to which the unit cost of calls could be reduced through service efficiency gains.

NHS Direct’s new sums meant its bids were successful but it got its sums wrong. It assumed basic calls would last an average of just over five minutes, while average calls to qualified clinical staff would be seven minutes. In fact they turned out to be more than twice that, 11 and 14 minutes respectively. A problem, Deloittes notes, for an organisation being paid between £7 and £9.67 per call. 

Deloittes Report
Average handling times have proved to be significantly in excess of the assumptions used in the modelling process. 

And NHS Direct had got it wrong on staff numbers too, the report says. There were too few trained, inducted or as the report calls them “preceptored” staff.  

Deloittes Report
Assurances had been given to commissioners regarding the workforce capacity that had been recruited, trained and preceptored.  It now transpires that the basis for these assurances was less than robust. 

None of which would surprise “Elaine” we’ll call her. She worked as a call handler for NHS Direct and has asked us to protect her identity. 

Elaine
I know for a fact that we had a longer training period when I started working there in November but come Christmas time due to the demands of the service, the fact they were pushing ahead – wanting to be able to go live as soon as possible, the new teams that were in for training had a much shorter training period. The focus was on the quantity of workers as opposed to quality and the quality of the training was often overlooked. 
 
Waite
And what was morale like? 

Elaine
It was – it was low. It was very obvious that only a handful of the NHS workers that were directly employed by the NHS actually treated that job as their career, whereas the majority of the people just treated it as somewhere you would go and clock your hours and leave.  

Waite
And as going live approached – that day - what was the atmosphere like?

Elaine
It was like a circus.  We had commissioners in, basically test calls with all of us, just to make sure that we were okay to go.   And it was just awful, there were – it was very obvious – people underprepared, staff members running around waving papers round, asking for help.  I mean I would have telephone calls where people would ring up to say – they would have their partner in the background in absolute agony, crying out for medication because of all the pain they were in, and there would be nothing that I could do, apart from ring somebody else. 

Waite
So what prompted you to leave?

Elaine
It was very obvious that a lot of us were understaffed, we were underprepared as well for when the call volumes did increase.  And just the low morale and it was just a really depressing environment to be in. The staff turnover was so high – people don’t stay there because the environment’s so stressful, the training and the support’s not enough.

Waite
Apart from staff and training problems, and the fact that it had got it sums wrong, the Deloittes report cites other reasons behind the failure of NHS Direct’s 111 service. Its employers, NHS England, were insisting that most calls be dealt with locally undermining NHS Direct’s England-wide network of centres, from Somerset to Cumbria, which could, if needed, have acted as a safety net for each other. And, as if all that weren’t enough – NHS Direct, as well as setting up a brand new 111 service, was running the old NHS Direct service as a fall-back plus at the same time trying:  

Deloittes Report
To take approximately 75% of the support, managerial and back office staff out of the business.

NHS Direct pulled out of the North Essex and Cornwall 111 contracts before they even started and have now said that its remaining nine contracts are unsustainable. We’d liked to have asked NHS Direct how it got into this mess but they declined. Instead they sent us a statement in which they said that staff like Elaine are encouraged to share feedback. It went on: 

NHS Direct Statement 
When the NHS 111 service was rolled out across England problems appeared across the whole system, including with the services provided by NHS Direct. NHS Direct took immediate action to stabilise the service for patients.  More front line staff were made available to take calls and immediate changes were made to NHS Direct’s management structure.

 NHS Direct accepts that at launch, its NHS 111 services fell short of the standards that patients should expect. The board profoundly regrets the impact that this had on the service that patients received in the immediate period following the launch, and the effect on other parts of the NHS. 

NHS Direct told us its service has improved and that every day since early April, it has answered between 99 and 100% of calls within 60 seconds, with close to zero calls abandoned. 

And what of NHS England which oversees the 111 contracts? They too declined to be interviewed but told us that, despite NHS Direct’s withdrawal, discussions were underway with potential new providers, and, throughout the transition a full 111 service will be available and the public shouldn’t experience any detrimental effects. 

As for the computer algorithm Pathways that call handlers use, this has been developed by a team of NHS doctors, nurses and IT specialists and provides a safe, proven, and consistent clinical assessment of a caller’s symptoms. All in all, the statement goes on: 

NHS England Statement
NHS 111 is now offering a good service to the majority of the country with 96% of calls answered in less than a minute. We have no evidence that there is a lack of clinicians – most providers have a ration of around one clinician to four call handlers.  The overriding principle of the NHS 111 service is to provide a safe and effective service for patients and it is simply not correct to say that too much emphasis was placed on costs over quality. All providers were required to undergo rigorous clinical testing prior to going live and their operations are routinely reviewed by local clinical groups. The procurement of NHS 111 services was undertaken by local commissioners who secured services for their own areas. They were subject to the normal rules on procurement and are best placed to identify what was needed in their own areas.  
  
NHS England says it’s currently reviewing how NHS 111 works. More money - £15 million – has been allocated to it. That could be what the Health Secretary had in mind when he replied to a letter of complaint about the service from Barbara Foster from whom we heard earlier. 

Foster
I’ve had a letter from Jeremy Hunt who I’ve wrote to.

Waite
This is the Secretary of State for Health?

Foster
Yeah.  He says he’s determined to put right the failings in the 111 service you identified.

Waite
And how does that make you feel?

Foster
Well to be honest with you I don’t know whether they can put it right.

Waite
But, this time around, put it right they must, says health economist Professor Alan Maynard.  

Maynard
We’ll need a 111, it may have to be redesigned, it may have to have more money allocated to it, it may have to change the skill mix of the call advisers and the professionals at the end of the line but one can only hope that as it is reformed and improved that those reforms are based on evidence rather than on good natured wheezes that people in the centre think will work. 

